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From her inciting incident
to her first major conflict,
here is an analysis of
Ayla, the cave girl who
changed it all.

n the early 1980s, the U.S.
had been through more
than a decade of women’s
women’s liberation, and for the first
time in the history of Western
civilization there seemed to be room
in fiction for strong, independent
female lead characters. The time
was right for Jean M. Auel to
introduce the world to Ayla, the
heroine of an epic six-book series set
in Stone-Age Europe. Starting with
Clan of the Cave Bear, Auel tells a
romantic tale of clashing cultures.
Both Neanderthals and Cro-Magnons
are struggling for survival in a harsh,
ice-age world, and are increasingly
coming into conflict with each other.
As a Cro-Magnon girl raised by
Neanderthals, Ayla stands at the
crossroads of these opposing forces.
Author Jean M. Auel did extensive
research about many techniques,
innovations and discoveries which
allowed our Paleolithic ancestors to
thrive thousands of years ago in
difficult conditions. For the sake of
her story, Auel positions our hero
Ayla not only as the survivor of many
trials, but also as the inventor or
discoverer of many of humanity’s
most remarkable Stone-Age
advances. I argue that in the
process, Auel creates a pre-historic
Mary Sue.

Orphaned, Ayla wanders alone
through the forest, but we can
already see her good sense, as “some
deep instinct told her to stay near
water” (Clan, 3), along with her
determination, when she refuses to
stop following the stream after a fall.
“She didn't want to get up, she didn't
want to go on, but what else could
she do? Just stay there crying in the
mud?” (Clan, 5). Delirious with
hunger, eventually Ayla drifts too
close to a pride of cave lions. She
escapes, but not before a giant cat
scrapes her thigh with four long
parallel gashes. At the end of her
limits, Ayla collapses near the
stream, and this is where she is
found by the Clan.

Ayla, as depicted on
a 2003 cover of Clan
of the Cave Bear.

Initial Setup – Pattern of Paradox
According to TV Tropes, a “Mary Sue”
is a female lead character too adept
and flawless to be sympathetic or
believable. A Mary Sue character is
“exotically beautiful, often having an
unusual hair or eye color, and has a
similarly cool and exotic name. She's
exceptionally talented in an
implausibly wide variety of areas,
and may possess skills that are rare
or nonexistent in the canon setting.
She also lacks any realistic, or at
least story-relevant, character flaws
— either that or her "flaws" are
obviously meant to be endearing”
(TV Tropes.com). Ayla does develop
significantly as a character and
continues to show growth even to
the end of her increasingly-padded

book series. But, her over-powered
abilities and convenient placement
at the apex of prehistory ultimately
turn Ayla into a Mary Sue.
Character Reveal

While she remains unnamed for the
first chapter, Ayla is introduced in
the first sentence of Clan of the Cave
Bear as a vulnerable blonde child.
She emerges naked from a hidecovered lean-to and plays happily in
a nearby stream, demonstrating her
innocence and her sense of security.
Both of these are shattered by the
inciting incident – an earthquake
which swallows the lean-to and its
occupants whole.

The Clan are Neanderthals,
physically quite different in
appearance from Ayla’s people, and
at first they do not all accept her.
But because of the parallel scars on
her thigh, the Clan is eventually
persuaded that the Cave Lion has
“chosen” her, and is her protective
spirit. “At a manhood ceremony,”
the shaman realizes, “when Mog-ur
carved the mark of a young man's
totem on his body, the mark for a
Cave Lion was four parallel lines
carved into the thigh!” (Clan, 41).
This powerful and traditionally male
totem symbolizes Ayla’s great
strength of character, but more
importantly, it establishes a pattern
of paradoxes that exemplify Ayla’s
conflict for the rest of her story.

The Clan is depicted as a rigidly
patriarchal society. As a female, and
an outsider, Ayla should have had no
standing among them. But, she was
initially rescued by Iza, the Clan’s
medicine woman, one of few females
among them to have personal power
of her own. Iza observes Ayla’s
compassion for the ill when she tries
to save an injured rabbit, and her
great capacity to learn, when Ayla
rapidly picks up Clan sign language
and customs. This leads Iza to teach
Ayla the healing arts, which she
quickly takes to and even innovates
at, again paradoxically qualifying for
an unusually high level of power and
rank for a female.
In a similar paradox, Ayla is
described as growing tall, strong and
beautiful, with blue eyes, a dimpled
chin, a high forehead and long
blonde hair. But because the Clan do
not have these traits, they consider
her exceptionally unattractive. “She
will be an ugly woman, Mog-ur
thought honestly. What man is likely
to want her anyway?” (Clan, 40).
Ayla grows up believing she is much
too big and ugly to ever attract a
mate of her own.
Finally, Ayla seems capable of
thinking in ways that the Clan
cannot. In Auel’s interpretation, the
Neanderthals rely on instinctive
memories, while Ayla, similarly to
modern humans, is capable of
abstract thinking, creativity and
problem solving. Even as a child
who can barely speak their language,

Ayla shows that she can understand
numbers better than the Clan
shaman, quickly adding up the years
until she can have a baby. “The old
magician was rocked to his core. It
was unthinkable that a child, a girl
child at that, could reason her way to
that conclusion so easily” (Clan, 85).
Most importantly for her coming
conflict, Ayla is not bound by the
Clan female’s biological instinct for
submissive behavior. “Though she
tried to model herself after the
women of the Clan, it was only an
overlay, a facade only culture-deep,”
Auel describes. Ayla can act in ways
that Clan females cannot, getting
uppity in the face of male authority.
This difference sets her inevitably on
a collision course with the most
powerful men of the Clan.

Basic Development
Ayla grows up with the Clan learning
herbal medicine, along with many
other stone-age skills like tanning
hides and knapping flint. The one
thing they do not teach her is how to
make weapons, because in the Clan
women are forbidden from hunting
or even touching weapons. Ayla
tries very hard to adopt obedient
Clan female behavior, but it goes
against her strong, independent
nature. “Why should men have the
right to command women? What
makes them better? They can't even
have babies!” she grouses to Iza at
one point (Clan, 114). Her only
freedom is roaming the countryside

looking for medicinal plants, an
activity that serves to give her
character some time on her own.
One day Ayla spots a sling the
hunters have left behind, and,
revealing a deep need for personal
expression, she cannot resist the
temptation to fling a few rocks with
it. With secret practice, she quickly
improves. Once again her strong
male totem is invoked, as Ayla comes
to feel that it is her Cave Lion totem
who wants her to hunt. She assuages
her guilt by hunting only carnivores,
animals that compete with the Clan.
This shows that despite breaking the
taboo, her heart is in the right place.
But because these targets are fast
and wily, she soon approaches the
men in skill. After a close encounter
with a lynx, Ayla even develops a
“double-stone technique” for flinging
two stones in rapid succession, an
innovation unheard of in the Clan.
While they know none of this, the
medicine woman and the shaman
who raise Ayla are growing
concerned that she never quite
seems as docile and submissive as a
woman should be. “Women did not
walk with the quiet stealth of a
hunter, they made noise and with
good reason,” the shaman mused
about her (Clan, 166). Their worries
show that Ayla cannot keep her
secret much longer.
At this point Ayla’s paradoxical
character is established. She is an

outsider, but she has fully learned
Clan ways, and as a healer, she even
has some status among them. She is
a female child, trying hard to comply
with her strictly submissive role,
who secretly becomes the best slinghunter in the Clan. Most
importantly, while Ayla is
suppressed and even abused by
some members of the group, she is
depicted as selflessly compassionate,
always putting the needs of others
before her own. These paradoxes
are the setups that will pay off again
and again in Ayla’s long narrative as
different people learn the truth
about her and her abilities.
This is exemplified when the Clan
goes north to hunt mammoth and a
small child is attacked and dragged
away by hyenas. Without a thought
for what it means to her personally,
Ayla reaches for her sling to save
him, changing her life forever and
ending the introduction of her
character.

Auel’s massive books
have sold millions and
have been translated
into over 35 languages.

attractive.) Likewise, Mary Sues are
said to be “exceptionally talented in
an implausibly wide variety of areas,
and may possess skills that are rare
or nonexistent in the canon setting.”
Ayla out-heals the healer, out-thinks
the shaman and out-hunts the best
hunters in the Clan, essentially
besting them in every way. In
particular, her amazing “doublestone” sling technique is nonexistent both in her world and ours,
being just physically impossible.

Daryl Hannah as Ayla in the Clan of the Cave Bear film adaptation, 1986.

And Then it Goes Too Far
Ayla survives this and many other
challenges, including giving birth to a
child, before she leaves the Clan at
the end of the first book. Because
she must survive all alone on the iceage steppes, and at last is free of
oppressive Clan strictures, Ayla
becomes a first-rate innovator. She
befriends animals, taming a horse
she learns to ride, and even manages
to accidentally bang flint with iron
pyrite and get sparks. In Auel’s
telling, Ayla single-handedly begins
the domestication of horses and
dogs, invents tools like the travois
and the sewing needle, and discovers

the connection between sex and
pregnancy. She and her eventual
mate carry these and other
innovations all across ice-age
Europe.
By this point there is no denying that
Ayla has become a Mary Sue, a
female character so amazing and
good that she is unsympathetic.
For Ayla, this process begins right in
the first book. For example, as TV
Tropes describes, a Mary Sue is
amazingly beautiful, with exotic hair
and eyes. Ayla’s blonde hair and
blue eyes are what set her apart
from the Clan (though in a twist,
neither Ayla nor the Clan see her as

Additionally, as a healer who will
brave bears and lions to rescue the
injured, Ayla seems just a little too
selfless. Her only flaw is her lack of
self-confidence in her appearance
and abilities, cultivated by years of
considering herself “too big and
ugly” to be attractive (Clan, 204).
This is clearly meant to be an
endearing flaw of the Mary Sue type.
Other than this, Ayla has no real
flaws and always fights for the
underdog. By establishing human
domestication of animals, controlling
fire and conceiving cities, she ends
up single-handedly ushering in the
rise of civilization, and in doing so
makes it increasingly difficult to care
at all about her personal struggle.
Despite exemplifying a trope, Ayla is
a strong female character who defies
the patriarchy and all expectations.
Auel established the “pre-historic
fiction” genre and Ayla will always
stand out as part of a new way to
depict women in literature.
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